Author researches a lot of the mathematical models and the related conventional material constants in the traditional and the modern mechanics; to adopt two types of variables a and D , for the fatigue-damage-fracture behaviors to elastic-plastic steels contained flaws, to put forward several calculation models, which are the driving force and the life prediction expressions at each stage and in whole process; for the key parameters , m  , they are defined as the new calculable comprehensive material constants, and indicate their physical and geometrical meanings. In addition, for conversion methods between two types of variables, relevant calculating example is provided. Thereby, make a linking between the fracture mechanics and the damage mechanics, communicating their relationships. This works for saving man powers and funds on fatigue-damage-fracture testing that will be having practical significance.
Introduction


As is well known, for describing material behaviors on the strength and the life problems in the traditional material mechanics, it adopts the stress  or the strain  , etc. as variables and uses the yield stress s  and the reduction of area  , etc. as material constants;
in the fracture mechanics, it adopts the crack size a as variable, and uses the fracture toughness c K 1 Corresponding author: Yangui Yu, professor, research fields: cross relations among traditional and modern mechanics, engineering materials and mechanical structures disciplines on micro, macro fatigue-damage-fracture. E-mail: gx_yyg@126.com.
Author thinks, in the mechanics area, the material science area, and the engineering one, where there are also such similar principles as the genetic and clone technology in the life science [1] . If we can use the route diagram of material behaviors [1, 2] ; if can be converted each other for their relations between the variables, between the material constants, and between the dimensional units ; and if can provide respectively some conversion methods; then, we are also able both to adopt the kind of variable a 1 , a 2 and corresponding conventional materials constants, and to use other kind of variables 1 D , 2 
D
and ones, such that we can all be calculated for the crack growth life N 1 and N 2 at each stage or damage growth life N 1 and N 2 . Even we can also adopt variable a or variable D in whole process to describe their behaviors and to calculate their lifetime 2 1 N N N   
. That way, it will be having practical significance for stint man powers and funds in D DAVID PUBLISHING
The Estimations of Life at Each Stage for Elastic-Plastic Materials with Crack
For some elastic-plastic materials with short cracks 1 a , the life's estimations for short cracks growth processes, or the life's estimations for damage growth processes can be imitated by means of method in Refs. [3, 4] , that is to realize damage calculations by multiplication parameters   p with plastic strain and stress at the crack forming stage (the first stage); For long crack 2 a , this paper also adopts the multiplication parameters 1 
K t

with the crack tip open displacement and the stress intensity factor at the crack growth stage (the second stage), thereby achieve severally for their life prediction for crack growth or damage one at each stage.
The Life's Prediction Estimations at First Stage under Mean Stress
0  m 
Condition
The life's curve of short cracks a 1 for elastic-plastic materials at the first stage is just described with curve 5 ( Here,
b is the fatigue strength exponent under high cycle fatigue.
is the fatigue ductility exponent under low cycle fatigue.
where, the parameter A is a concept of power, it is an energy gave out that is the material to resist external force, just is a maximal increment value given out energy before causing failure in one cycle. Its geometrical meaning is a maximal micro-trapezium area approximating to beeline (Fig. 1) , that is a projection of corresponding to curve 5 on the y-axis, also is an intercept between
Its slope of micro-trapezium bevel edge just is corresponding to the exponent ).  is a reduction of area in material mechanics. 01 N is initial life at first stage,
in Eq. (4) equal parameter f v , if it is used in crack growth rate equation, it is follow form.
where, its unit of f v is the " cycle m / ". If it is used in damage growth rate equation, its unit of f v is the
And the parameter f v in eq. (5) is defined as an effective damage rate correction factor in first stage, its physical meaning is the effective damage rate to cause whole failure of specimen material in a cycle. D to express it, as is equivalent with above mentioned Eqs. (1) and (6) , then life equations of damage growth should be Eqs. (7) and (8) The damage variable 1 D is a non-dimensional value, it is equivalent to short crack a 1 discussed as reference, here must be defined in 1 m equivalent to 1,000 of damage-units, 1 mm equivalent to one of damage-unite, and must put up conversion to the dimensions and the units. 
The Life Prediction Estimations at Second Stage under
Here, 2 F is a correction coefficient of concerning crack shape and size. E is modulus of elasticity. And for work stress is equal or greater than yield stress 
A is also a calculable comprehensive material constant at the second stage; it should be obtained from combining experiment. Its physical meaning is also a concept of the power, it is the maximal increment value given out energy before causing specimen fracture in one cycle. Its geometrical meaning is a maximal micro-trapezia area approximating to beeline, also is an intercept between Author researches and thinks, the parameter pv v is a constant of damage rate at the second stage, it is defined to be the virtual rate, its physical meaning is the damage rate contributed at material loaded yield point, that can take same value by [14] It must be point that the life units in crack growth process in Eqs. (10), (21) and (22) 
The Life Prediction Estimations in Whole Process
Should point that the estimations of life in whole process can use two of methods:
( 
, it should be: 
, it is as following form, ). Other computing data are all in Table 1 . Try to calculate respectively: A . In present paper mention to the calculable comprehensive material constants * 2 A , though that must be to obtain from experiment, author discovers, it is also calculable one, where except for above mentioned method of Eq. (4), also use the yield stress A value, here we can check their consistency by means of above example, e.g., in this paper reference, for they have all made out valuable contributions for the fatigue-damage-fracture subjects. Due to their hard research, make to discover the fatigue damage and crack behavioral law for materials, to form the modern fatigue-damage-fracture mechanics; due to their work like a horse, make to develop the fatigue-damage-fracture mechanics subjects, gain huge benefits for accident analysis, safety design and operation for which are mechanical equipment in engineering fields. Particularly should explain that author cannot have so many of discovery and provide above the calculable mathematical models and the combined Fig. 1, if 
The Life Predictions in Whole Process Realized with Different Variables and Conventional Materials Constants for Elastic-Plastic Materials Behaviors under Unsymmetrical Cycle Loading
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Discussions
